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Dear Profeseor Mora, 
This is so complicated it may not "be at all what 

you want. My philosophy has I think intuitive coherence, but there ia 
no simple and olear way of reducing this to an epigram or a couple of 
slogans. My attempt has "been to deal with technical problems, taking 
account of the two thousand years of controversy. 

1 co^4n!Tio1^j«5yvÍffrltótThat reality is e m e r e e i r t 

social processf which necessarily/has two levéis, divine and ordinary, 
But does that convey very much? And between this and the two pp# 

I have given, it is hard for me to see what to say. 

for at least in áy
ha??l5hí§ií^nk t h a t t h e r e ie m o r e c o n t e n t i n *V 

philosophy/that has really been thouerht through from the ground up than 

in that of any living philosopher» at least in the English-speaking 
world. This could "be wrong, but it is my honest opinión. 
Anyone whh finds conceit in this is welcome to make the most of it, "i 

ProbablyhIfci&CÍss?áe bestd¿ canudo- and it will have 

to rest with your experienced wisdom what to KJ&kftxafxi* for your 
purpose. However, if you think of anything else I should do let me 
fcnow. 

Sincerelyf 

Charles Hartshorne 
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5É£ ahorne, Charles. June 5, 1897, Kittaning, Pa. Estudios en Haverford ,*U burgo y 

l Jtarburgo. Títulos univs. AB, Al, PhD (1923) de Harvard. Profesó en Harvadd y Chicago. 
**jt h*H ***** t*9t ©n otros lugares — T w » ¡ 4*t****** tu Y*4 , W » 

Actualmente en Chicago (a menos q. encuentre/otro datoV Obras: The philopphy and psycholo-

gy of sensation, Chic. 193U. The collected papers of Ch S Peirce, ed. Cambridge Mass 1931-

35, 6 vols. Beyond huraanism, Chic. 1937. Luego una serie de artículos bastante larga. 1 
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President of tbe Western División, American Riilosophical Associatlon 
19h8-h9; Vice-President of the Eaetern División, 19¿1; has been President of 
the Charles S, Peirce Society, and of The Metaphysical Society of America. 
Member of various ornithological societies» 

Charlea Hartshorne* Born in Peimsylvania, 1897; served ln Hospital Corpa 
of U#S« Army 1917-1919} studied «t Haverford and Harvard Colleges; degrees 
from Harvard, A.B. 1921, Ph.D. 1923; studied at Preiburg and Uarburg, Oenaany 
1923-25; instructor and editor of the writings of Charles S. Peirce, Harvard, 
1925-28; taught at the University of Chicago 1928-19555 since then professor 
in Department of Philoaophy at Bnory Bniversity, Atlanta; visiting prof essor 
at Stanford 1937; The New School for Social Research 19bí-lj2; FrankXurt, 
Oemany 19i*8-li9; Melbourne 1952 (Pulbrigfat); The Obiversity of Washington 
1958; Kyoto 1958 Fulbrigfet)* 

As a student, chiefly influenced by Plato, Roy ce, James, Levris, W.E. 
Hocking, R.B. Peny, Husserl; durlng his teaching career (beginnlng 1925)$ 
especially by Peirce and Whitehead* Chief subjects metaphysics, philosophy 
of religión, and aesthetics (apart from some studies of animal behavior, 
chiefly songbirds)* 

• 

• 

Principal doctrines* 

• 1» Synechism (Peirce) — that quantitative and qualitative possibilities 
are continuous, and Nthe continuum is not a multitude", so that the 
solé "eternal object"3 apart from matheTiatico-logical-^netaphysical 
categories, is the primordial continuum of possibility; 

2. HThe affective continúan" — that sensation and feeling are essentially 
the same, and that there are only relativo discontinuities between sense 

?ualities of diverse modes, and that these are all qualities of feeling Peirce, Whitehead); 
3* ^pistemological realism —- that every experience, sensory or affective, 

is partly constituted by something ("the given") which is itself inde-
pendent of the fact of being given to this experience; 

lu Metaphysical idealism or psychicalism — that every concrete given object 
of experience is itself a prior experience or group of experiences (often 
radically non-human), and that while nothing dependa for its reality upon 
being given to a particular experience, everything concrete or abstract 
possesses permanent reality only by being always object for some experience 
or other; 

5» "Process philosophy" — that becoming is the concrete or inclusive mode 
of reality, and that "reality*, "the universo", or "the truth" are "token-
reflexivo" terms, with partly new denotations each moment; 

69 Spochal theory of procese — that process is in unit-steps, events without 
actual internal succession (Whiteheadfs "actual entities"), and that 
"súbstances" are analyzeable without remainder into sequences of such 
unit-events; 

7. Creationism or emergent synthesls — that all events are causally 
influenced by antecedent causal conditions, but none fully determined 
by them; 

8, Asymmetry of time, internal and external relations — that an event's 
relations to its predecessors are intrinsic or constitutivo, to its 
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contemperaries and successors, extrinaic or non-constitutive, 00 that 

* • 

only the past 10 fully determínate; 
9m Heoelassical ration&lism — that metaphyaical trutha, such as those given 

above, ara á prior! or neceesary, but not for the human mlnd obvious, 
certaln or wholly self-evidentj that among thelr criteria are, their not 
excluding any positive assertions, thelr belng abatract or non-specific, 
and their forming a *coherent syetem" in which every such truth requires 
every other for Its full intelligibilityi 

10, Neopragmatism — that all rational ideas are somehow conceivably expressible 
ln appropriate and reasonable behavior* and that metaphysical ideas are 
expressible in behavior appropriate to any conceiváble universe, by which 
universal appropriaténess they are also shown to be true a prior!} 

U » The principie of ultímate contrast — that metaphysical terms involve 
contrarieties which are reducible only in the sense expressed by the next 
principie; _ _ _ 

12» 'Overlapping contrast or non-dualism — that in every pair of metaphysical 
contraríes, one pole expresses the total reality, the other a constituent — 
thus relative reality includes reality as absoluto, nhat is contingent 
includes what is neceesary, the complex includes the simple, ivholes include 
parts, sübjects include their objeets (henee Ood the world), and the 
concrete includes the abstract; 

13« Neoelassical theism — that the suprane level of experience or creativity 
has an infinite, ebsolute, necessary aspect, which is included in a finite, 
relative, and contingent aspect, both connoted by the description, flnot 
conceivably surpassed, except by itself,n and implying a life or sequehee 
of experiences which though unique or individual, has strictly universal 
functíons, and though not' the Hegelian "concrete universal" is in a sense 
both concrete and universal; 

llit, Probábillstic teleology — that though there is a suprane purpose, there 
are also (by h) many lesser purposes which (by 7) make their own decisions, 
so that the control of the supreme purpose is probabilistic only. maximi-
zing not good as against evil but chances of good (opportunities) as against 
chances of evil (risks), and thus chance and providence are correlativo 
and alike all-pervasive, and Ood is ideally powerful (as poirer is defined 
in this philosophy) and yet not "omnipotent" or necessarily responsible 
for evils: 

15a Neoanselmianism — that there is a valid point in Anselm's ontological 
proof, which was partly mis con cei ved both by him and by bis critica, and 
that the whole of metaphysical truth can be derived by choosing doctrines 
congruent with the proof in a correeted foxm» 

• 

• 

(1) and (l£)j and to a lesser extent (13), are the chief differences 
between oy philosophy and Whitehead's; (6) and (13) are perhaps my chief 
differences with Peircej (2) in mmbrott» details, (13), and (15) are probably 
my most original contributions» (9) is non-flhiteheadian as some (Christian)' 
interpret Whitehead; but as I interpret him, this constltutes rather a develop-
ment and clarification of his method. Even (1) and (15) might be looked at in 
this way* But certain ambiguities or inconsistencias in Ihitehead must be. 
recognized and boldly remedied to yield this resulta 

i 

Most of the foregoing doctrines were arrived at in crude foxm prior tp 
the study of Peirce or Whiteheadj the chief exception being (6), which is my 
most definite plagiarism from Tlhitehead* It is now very important to me, But 
I also find it in Buddhism. 
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Charles Hartshorae 
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(1) Cont^ft: Every nonrestrictive or aetaphysieal confept expresaos a nal contrast, 
a distinction between contrary aotions, both universally illustrated la reality, la aay 
possible átate of existente. Thus in any such átate there «i 11 be soaethiag necessary 
aad something coatiagent or accidental, soaething relativa and sometfaing nonrelative or 
absolute, soaething whieh la subject and soaething whieh is object, soaethiag whlch is 
abstract aad soaethiag whieh is concrete. The teras ^soaething,* or "reality,n escapes 
the priaeiple oí eoatrast only becaase in their case the applicatioa of the principie 
is traasferred to the "aetalanguage" (the laaguage about laaguage, sígns about sífcn*); 
thus there are tenas or coacepts which are said to refer to nothing, to the anreal; 
but teras which refer to nothlng do aot really refer. For "nothing" is aot an entity, 
is aot soaething, thongh the word "nothing" Is an entity. "ünreality* or "appearance" 
is not a special low degree of reality, but a aistakea belief about reality in the 
ordinary sense. The belief is itself real, not "aere appearance" and the deceptive 
alrror reflections, eg., do exist. Mistaken beliefs are anltiple and changing,-henee, 
aaltiplicity and changa are real. The theory to the contrary is a aisase of the tera 
"anreal," which aaans "what an erroneoas (but real) belief appeaes to itself to be 
about-,* though in fact it is about soaething else. All belief is about the real, and 
Is itself real, no aatter how aistaken. Apart froa bare "soaething" (pr "reality" or 
"existente"),-all nonrestrictive teras have contraríes, and both the contrasting teras 
in each contrast aust have application to reality. 

(2) Overlapping Contras^ <¿\ gvnthes^ (rejeytion of dual i sai): There can be no aere 
'•and" conneeting ultímate contrarias (for exaaple, "subjects" and "objeets," "beíng* 
'Irnd "what becoaes," "relativa" and "absolute"); the total reality aust be either a 
subject or not a subject, it raust either becoae or not becoae, and be either relativo 
or not relatiTOo One of each pair of contrarios aust, in every case, express the 
togetherness or totality of the real as coaing under the contrast; oae contrary 
always "overlaps" or includes the other. This is a basic asynaetry in thonght and 
reality; 

L 

i 

\ 

(3) Consistent or Nondialectlcal Svnthegls: The overlapping contrary, when properly 
conceived, includes the other member of the pair without contradiction or incurable 
paradox; the overlapping concept isithat one which can consistently apply to the whole 
containing the opposite contrary. (Begelian and Marxian dialéctica arise partly froa 
Tiolating this rule») 

. 

i • 
V 

(4) Abstract-iq-thg-Concrete: In the contrast, abstract-concrete, the latter is the 
overlapping concept; universals or "foros" are in concrete particular realities, and 
there are no aerely "sepárate" or independent forras (vs. "platonisa"). 
Proof: * The concrete is richer in deterainations than the abstract, and the whole 
reality aust have at least all the definiteness of its parts. Not all foras need be 
actualizad in instances of the fora; but every real foro aust be contained in the 
concrete, either as instance, or as content in the consciousness or thought of SOBO 
actual subject. There are no foras neither eabodied in exarapios ñor conceived by any 
aind. ((Hetaphysical foras, by (1) are all eabodied in examplesj) 

* 
-
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(5) Necessarv-in-the-Contingent : By (1) there aust be soaething necessary, as well 
as soaething contingent; by (2), either the contingent contains the necessary, or 
vice versa; but slnce the necessary is what is so "no aatter what," or in any possible 
circurastancesv the necessary is aerely the coaaon factor of all contingent conceptions 
or things, and thus it is contained in the contingent. A necessary proposition is one 
"iaplied by any entity whatever"; therefore it is the contingent which contains or 
overlaps, and the necessary which is contained. Again, the contingent is the concrete, 
for if reality in its full deterainateness were necessary, everything would be necessary 
(in violation of 1); but by (4) the concrete contains the abstract, henee the contingent 
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contaias the aecessary. This principie it onbodied in the axiom of aodal logic that the 
coajaactioa of a necessary aad a contingent propositioa is a contingent proposition. 
Thus coatingeacy overlaps or includes its coatrary. Also, for similar reasoas, becoaing 
orerlaps beiag; if X is without becoming, aad Y beCOBOS, thea tbe totality which in
cludes K aad Y obvíously also becoaes; so that "process" eaa aad aast laclada «are 
"being," or the nngeaerated aad uncreated. Ptiacipla of process. 

(6) Prloritv of the PositiTet la the eoatrast. positivo-negativo, the foraer over-
laps; thus truth includes falsityt aot vico Tersa« aad good lacladas evil or the aerely 
neutral. NPropositioa j* is true ald propositioa £ Is falte," this entire itateaent, 
if trae, saos up the status of both ¿ and £; but if ve aerely kno« that the total or 
conjuact stateaent is false, we do aot know the status of £ aad .a, siace both aay be 
true, or both-false, or JÍ false aad a true. If a part is good aad a part aeutral, the 
whole is good; if a part or aspect is good aad aaother is bad, the whole is good. The 
negativo is at aost a part or aspect; life is aot a flight froa evil, but a pursuit 
of good (to escape evil, aot liviag would suffice; but those who do aot Uve caá affira 
ao pfailosophical doctrine). This principie aay be cálled "the optimistic principie," 
Corellary: there can be no aerely negative truth (e.g.v "aothing exísts" could not 
be true* for it has no positivo neaning. (( Note that "relation" and "relativity," 
also "becomeB," are positivo: so is "concrete" or "fully determínate" aad "has 
possible alternativos" or "is contingent"; henee (4,5) are cases of (6).)) 

(7) Incpapatibmty. JU: Positivo Exclusión Amonq CatttttBffltt Thinqg: Ib* coatiageat 
actualization of possibilities aust, by (5,6)t have positivo alternativo in every case, 
since a aerely negativo alternativo is aeaningless; henee every contingent truth 
exeludes soae> otherwise possible positivo truths. In no state of affairs could one 
always "have bis cake and eat it too"; aay achievement or actualization necessarily 
involves renunciation, not simply of evil but of good. Actuality is always competitivo, 
if this is actualized, that cannot be. Principie of the "incompatibility of valúes." 

(8) Relativitv: The actual or concrete is relativo, which aeans it varios with 
varyiag relations, or is dépendent upon and partly constituted by relatioas which aight 
not have obtained. The concrete is the definíte, and this definiteness includes 
deterainateaess of relationships; also the concrete is contingent (5), and henee these 
determínate relationships aight not have obtained. 

(9) Absoluto-imthc-Belativqi Since, by (4) the concrete is all-inclusive, relativity 
(8) is the overlapping principie; the purely nonrelative or absoluto caá oaly be real 
as soaething included in the relativo or concrete; to be wholly independént of varyiag 
relationships*or circumstances is to be the same "in any and all circuastances, and 
this is to be necessary; but, by (5) the necessary is an abstract coonon factor in all 
the alternativo possible concrete actualities. "The absoluto" is aerely an abstract 
constituent or phase of the relativo, which is itself the universal principie. 
(( The relativo is the samo as the internally related, and the absoluto as the external-
ly related; henee it is the internally related which is all-inclusive. Moles are 
internally related to parts, parts externally related fexcept in "organic wholes," 
which are not the ultiaate type of the wholes). )) 

Í1Q) Abstylute as the Puré Foym o{ Relativity Itsqlf^ $ince relativity is the universal 
or overlapping coacept, embodied in every total státe of reality, relativity itself, as 
a universal form, is wholly independént of or neutral to alternativo possibilities of 
actualization. Thus relativity as an abstract principie i¿ the absoluto. Relativity 
is not relatively, but absolutely, final or inclusive. Only its instances or concrete 
cases are relativo, not itself as a universal form. 
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page three 

(11) Obiects in Subiects. or the Oltinacv of Hjm| or Efrpf ri $nrf?: In the relation, 
experience-reality, or awareness and that sil which it is aware, the subject is the 
relativo or depeadeat t e n and the objeet the absoluto or independen! ten; henee, 
by (9), the objeet is contained in the subject, and objeets are abstractions from the 
concrete reality of subjeets,, ((Not that an objeet 0 ever dépends oa a particular 
subject S for which it is objeet; the abstract has to be in sqape concrete thing9 but 
not in just this or that thingc )) 

(12) Ob1qct$ Either Dniversals j¿r Qthe^ $ub)ecj,s: There is no "merely physical*9 

objeet; all levéis of concrete physical reality are coastituted by experiences, at 
least in the f o n of feelings; it is denied that there is a positivo conceivable 
alternativo to "panpsychisa.* This is a generalization of (11), together with (8,9)0 

(13) Ibfe SuMect-obiqct Relation ¡& Participation S Í Sympathvs This results from (12), 
in so far as the objeet is concrete or particular; if it is a universal/ then, by (4), 
be aware of it as an abstract aspect of participation. 

(14) Creative Svnthesis; The subject transcends its objeets by free or energent 
synthesiss A plurality of objeets, of which a subject is to be aware, is a many to 
be contained in a one; it is logically inpossible that the m n y should strictly inply 
the one which is to contain them, for the one, together with the many nust eonstitute 
a new nultiplicity; Nthe nany becone one and are increased by one" (Whitebead). The 
additional unlt cannot be logically contained in the original many, henee it has>to 
be created» Subjeets créate, not their objeets, but themselves as energeat wholes 
containing the objeets» Self-creation is the prinary mode of creation. (Lequier, 
Berdyaev, Nhitehead). 

(15) Creación o| Qther ^tivit^es: By adding itself as a new objeet, a new unit of 
reality to be experienced by subsequent subjeets, self-creation helps to eonstitute or 
créate these later subjeets; but essentially they créate themselves, using prior 
subjeets as malcriáis, or as "data,n as entites "given" for awareness. Thus the 
seeondary forte of creation is; offering onself to subsequent subjeets for their 
enjoynento 

(16) Cansal Conditioning: This is due to the inclusión of prior subjeets as objeets 
for new subjeets, for every actuality is a subject, taking account of prior actual 
subjeets, as data, and is thus influenced by them in its own self-creation. The trans-
nission of "influence" through time is essentially participation in antecedent feelings 
(13). Being influenced is "feeling of (others') feeling.*1 

(17) Ifet "Relatjve Absoluto"; Besides the puré absoluto, which is universal relativity 
as such, there is the partíal absoluto, that which is independent of soné but not all 
relations. Every actuality is independent of actualities subsequent to it in time, and 
in this regard is an absoluto. Subjeets becone objeets for further subjeets. 

(18) Causa. Ord^r: This is due to the aesthetic valué of pattern or partial repetition, 
unity in diversity; all such order is relativo not absoluto,it is approxinate and 
statistical, as in current physies, not strict as in Newtonian physics. By (14), order 
could not be absoluto, since it springs from the múltiple free acts of self-creation. 
No power could coerce these into absolute haraony, for they nust severally determine 
themselveso 

(19) God as Ground of Orders Every subject nust strive for order, for it cannot exist 
as an aesthetic unity of feeling without it; but the success of this striving requlres 
explanation, which can only be found in the s*lf-creative action of God inspiring all 
other self-creation into relativo, though not absolute accord. The nany are ordered by 
one, they all lean in the same direction in so far as they all lean toward the sane 
supreme objeet, the jfe facto divine act. 
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(20) T*g Lepéis of Relativity: Ordinary relativa things are iaperfectly aad incomplete-
ly relativo, their natura reflecta that of other things to which tbey are relatedt but not 
"transparently" aad without loss of valué aad excluding things subsequent to them ia time; 
the transcendentallv relativo CGtfd) reflecta all things tránsparerftly taraniscientl^p, and 
aothing is wholly subsequent to it in time. Transcendental Relativity. as sucht ín its 
abstractness, is "Ihs. absolute," the eternal aecessary divine esseace; but it is not God, 
for God is the individual actuality which is traascendentally relativo, «hich coacretely 
actualizas the nerely abstract universal, "transcendental relativity." ((Not that any 
other indidual eould do this, but that God could do it otherwise.)) 

(21) TMO Levéis of Relptive .Ahsolutqness: God, qua actual, and aot merfely qua existing 
individual, or God in his actual experiences, rathar than in his aere eternally existing 
esseace, is relatívely absoluto, for be is relativo to the antecedeat States of himself 
and the «orld but absolute with respect to subsequent states; ordinary individuáis are 
also relativo and absolute in the two directions of earlier and later. But the two levéis 
are radically distinguished by the lack of transparency in the ordinary or non-divine 
cases. Also, only God is in the past of «very other individual, tnd only he will be 
futuro to every individual. Only he precedes and outlasts all other individuáis. His 
transpare&t relativity is the measure of reality. 

(22) ISft Oreje ring Ioflugncc o£ £ftl ÜSÍ All De^erminina; It does not fully determine, 
but only influences, the worid; for the only means of influente in this philosophy is 
transmissioa of feeling and thought as datum offered for participation; and participation 
is self-creative or eaergeat in principie. Thus there can be no contradiction between 
divine power and creaturely freedom. 

(23) Regí Chance: Since (7) there are incompatible valúes, and there is universal 
self-determination, it is aere chance or good luck, if conflict, cholee of incompatible 
goods, and henee suffering, are eatirely avoided in a given case. 

(24) Provéete ce: Its function is not the judicious cholee of goods aad evils for the 
world, but only Df judicious risks of evil as the price of opportunities for good; Sisk, 
opportunity, chance "luck," are real and ineradicable, not because God is less than ideal* 
ly powerful, but because "poner" ipean? either capacity for self-creation, or capacity 
to influence the self-creation of others, by offering the results of one's own self-
activity as datum for the free or eoergent synthesis of others. To suppress the freedom 
of others would not mean influencing them very powerfully, but merely, destroying them. 
God "cannot" eradicate all evil because this could not be done, as it implies a "total 
determining of the self-determinations of others"—a contradiction. Evils are not deter-
mined by God, or eatirely determinad by any single agent, but always by many agents, noae 
of whom could have deliberately chosen the particular good or evil result. Chance, as 
the partial absence both of necessity and intention, is real. No detall of the world 
process is ultimately either necessary or intended; it simply happens, To accept life 
is to agree to submit to the accidental, as providentially restrained, and confinad to 
certain channels of possibility and probability. 

(25) Asymmetry or Qne-wav Relatiyitv: Belations which are convertible, such as A 
equals B, are definable througb non-convertible relations, such as "greatar than." If 
we have a principie of directional order, e.g., "later than", we can always treat two-way 
order, é.g.t "contemporary", as the special case in which the one-way separation becomes 
zero. Syatnetry is the limiting special case, non-symmetry, or direction, the general 
principie or variable. The metaphysical implication is that directionlass concepta, lika 
space, are derivative from directional concepts, like time: being is the limiting or 
special case of becoming, interaction of action, mutual dependence or independence of 
one- way dependence, coordination of subordinatioa, aere conservation ( or equality 
between cause and effect) of creative enhanceaent through cumulative synthesis, determin
ista causality of indeterministic, classical of statistical laws, positional of 
partitivo relations. Neoclassical metaphysics is based throughout on asymaatrias; 
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abstract iacluded in concrete, data or objects included la subjects, causes included 
ia effccts; absolates iacluded la relativas, coordiaatioa oí thiags ia the world due to 
conaoa fabordiaatioa of all to God, iaclusion oí all thiags ia the diviae kaowledge. 
Classical aetapbysics «as a aclaage oí syaaetries aad asyonetries «ithout a clear 
principie. There «as a oae-way relativity oí the «orld to God, bat yet God kne« the 
world, aad kaowledge ia all other cases «as adnitted to be a one-way relativity of the 
knower to the known. Thus the relativity iahereat ia kaovledte «as aerely turnad 
upside down ia the "aaalogy oí being." Bat bow can suprene kaowledge be the aere 
reverse oí kaowledge? Also, the concrete «as relativa to the abstract, aad coatained 
it, yet God «as non-relativa thought aot abstracto Also all truths «ere eteraal, and 
thus synmetrically interrelated by co-subsistence in the tiaeless divine kaowledge, 
instead oí being ln process oí successive creatlon through eaargent aynthesis, «hich is 
the ultímate principie oí directional order. Neoclassical aetaphysics renovés these 
discrepancias, It is the íirst íora of philosophy to be basad throughout on directional 
relativity. 
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